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Butera 28 

"Apartments in a Palazzo"

Butera 28 is a great place to soak in lush Mediterranean beauty while

enjoying the grandeur of a 17th Century Italian Palazzo. Despite its thick

walls, the 11 apartments are equipped with modern amenities. They range

in size from 35 to 180 square meters (377 to 1937 square feet). The basic

apartments comprise of a living room, kitchen, bedroom and bathroom.

The costlier ones have luxuries like fireplaces, dressing rooms and

terraces. Lush hotel gardens separate the ancient building from the Bay of

Palermo. The palazzo was the last home of the famous Sicilian novelist,

Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa.

 +39 3333165432  www.butera28.it/sicily-

holiday-rentals-palermo/

 info@butera28.it  Via Butera 28, Palermo

 by Booking.com 

Torreata Residence Hotel 

"In A Residential Area"

This hotel is located in an elegant residential area close to the Fiera del

Mediterraneo. Housed in a modern, towering building, its great location in

one of the newer areas of Palermo makes for a pleasant and easy stay. It

operates both as a hotel and residence, and the rooms are equipped with

modern furnishings. The mini-apartments also include a well-equipped

cooking area. For further details, please check the website.

 +39 091 54 0049  www.torreata.it/it/  info@torreata.it  Via del Bersagliere 21,

Palermo

 by Booking.com 

Hotel Conchiglia d'Oro 

"Scenic Setting"

Offering an outdoor pool, a traditional restaurant and classically-furnished

rooms, Hotel Conchiglia d'Oro is located in Mondello, just 800 metres

from its sandy beach. WiFi is free in public areas. The air-conditioned

rooms at 3-star Conchiglia d'Oro will provide you with satellite TV and a

safe. Each has a private bathroom with a shower or a bath. A sweet buffet-

style breakfast is served daily in the dining room starting from 07:15. The

restaurant specialises in typical Sicilian cuisine. With free private parking,

this property is a 20-minute drive from Palermo. A bus stop with links to

Mondello centre is 400 metres from the property.

 +39 091 45 0359  www.hotelconchigliadoro.i

t/

 info@hotelconchigliadoro.c

om

 Viale Cloe 9, Palermo
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